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The topic of the first special section is pharmacogenomics, featuring eight articles on the current state of
pharmacogenomics research and its implementation in the clinic. Is there a connection between allergies and
human genetics? Can genetic code be confidential? Fighting HIV with gene mutations. Is it possible to choose
the sex of a person before birth? Interesting genetics research topics Can dinosaur DNA be recovered?
Choosing the right topic will also reduce the difficulty of writing a good research paper by ensuring that the
topic has enough credible resources to research. Try out one of those: Replacement of genes and artificial
chromosomes. The current Web Focus features a collection of the latest original and review articles on
cardiovascular diseases, such as myocardial infarction, stroke, atherosclerosis, aortic aneurysm,
cardiomyopathy, heart failure and hypertension. Previous page. List of popular genetics topics With any of the
topic we list below, you will be able to write a good research paper on genetics. The Focus includes reports
covering genetic research into identifying risk and associations with Breast Cancer, lung squamous cell
carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, and cervical cancer in different populations, such as Korean, Chinese, Japanese
and Amerindian. Focus Medical Genetics Series Web Focus As the leading genetics journals based in the Asia
Pacific region, Journal of Human Geneticspromotes research spanning the breadth of human genetics,
including medical genetics and genomics. The first collection represents some of the most downloaded, highly
cited articles published to date in the journal in a wide scope of medical genetics. Genetics as a ray of hope for
children who have an intellectual disability. This Focus includes the latest research on obesity and diabetes,
such as a report on the different variation of genes, common variants or polymorphisms that are associated
with type-2 diabetes, comparative association studies between specific gene variants or polymorphisms with
type-2 diabetes and obesity in different populations. Focus Pharmacogenomics: Recent advances and future
directions The Journal of Human Geneticsis pleased to present its first "special section" in the June issue of
the journal. Focus JHG Commentaries and commented articles The Journal of Human Geneticsis delighted to
feature Commentaries, which provide narratives of interpretation, evaluation and opinion from area experts
about the topics discussed in articles appeared in the same or recent issues of the journal. Choosing a topic of
your genuine interest means joyful writing process and coming up with high-quality content. Are there any
living cells in the gene? Genetics and its role in cancer studies. Genetic fund of the nation. These special
sections are designed to bring together collections of papers on specific topics of interest; guest editors curate
the section, inviting contributions from leading researchers in the field. Is it somehow possible to improve
human personality through genetics?

